Seminars and Conferences in the Servite Quarter
Classy, individual and quietly situated, The Harmonie Vienna is proud to be able to welcome
guests to its brand new business area for conferences and meetings. The two seminar rooms are
located just across the street from the hotel and offer a pleasant, bright working atmosphere
and personal service. Business guests and corporate clients can hold meetings there without any
disturbance.
The new, classy seminar area completes The Harmonie Vienna and establishes the hotel as a
business seminar and meeting hot spot amongst Viennese companies and business travellers.
Meetings and seminars can now be held at Harmoniegasse 8, just a walk across the street from
the hotel. Conference participants and business guests will be able to enjoy the bright and
pleasant working atmosphere with lots of daylight overlooking the green front of the Hotel
Harmonie Vienna. The seminar area is quietly situated on the ground floor and has its own
entrance. An undisturbed and efficient working atmosphere is also encouraged through
soundproof windows, air conditioning and a separate coffee and relaxation area.
As guests have come to expect, we have combined modern comfort with exclusive design in
our seminar area using high quality materials, exclusive designer furniture and an attention to
detail. The extensive technical equipment includes high-speed Internet, WiFi, modern event
technology and air conditioning with CO2 regulation. The entrance area has its own business
corner including PC and printer. A concierge service is also available to answer any of your
questions, provide help and ensure that your time in our seminar rooms is as comfortable as
possible.
You can choose between the “Harmonie Board Room“ with a large conference table for up to
12 people or the “Harmonie Smart Room“ where flexible tables and seating can be arranged
according to the event. The room can be used for lectures and talks as well as seminars and
conferences for up to 14 people. Both rooms offer a friendly and bright working environment
thanks to lots of daylight and stylish parquet flooring. The room is equipped with a projector,
individual air conditioning, audio system, whiteboard and flip charts to make your stay as
productive as possible.
Harmonie Vienna recognises that the culinary tastes of our business guests can vary, and
therefore offers a choice of packages for food and drinks for you to choose from. We
encourage a conscious and responsible lifestyle and therefore offer a wide range of local and
organic delicacies. The hotel has been awarded the Austrian Eco-Label, which guarantees the
highest quality, sustainability and an eco-friendly service. If you have allergies or intolerances
then please let us know and we will adapt the offer according to your needs.

